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An original mechanism of the interaction in both solutions of four fairy 
neutral pieces when they are passing through one corner square of the 
chess-board with the following double taking and the peculiar formation of 
the mate of two checks of the consecutive formation. The doubled effect like 
Zilakhi, but with taking of the neutral pieces when it is the turn of a move of 
the white pieces. The change of the functions of two couples of fairy neutral 
pieces nEc4, nEg6 and nNb6, nNe6, each of which had a role both the 
beating figure and the figure being knocked down.

Meredite with the representation of the interesting way of making of the 
double mate by means of a «building on» of the single, thematic false tracks 
and the identical solutions with the correct mates.
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JT «SuperProblem-10», 2016 Задача №G12

h#2  2 solutions 1+6+5n
        AntiCirce 
neutral pieces b6, e6, c4, g6, c5

    - Nightrider (nN) b6,e6
    - Equihopper (nE) c4,g6

1. nEca8! nE:g6(nEg8)+ 2. nNea8! nN:b6 (nNb8)#
1.   _______ . ________ 2. nNba8? nN:e6 (nNe8)+ ? 3. Rс7!
1. nEga8! nE:c4(nEc8)+ 2. nNba8! nN:e6(nNe8)#
1.   _______ . ________ 2. nNea8? nN:b6(nNb8)+ ? 3. nEa8!
1. nNba8? nEgc6 2. nEe4 nN:e6(nNe8)+ ? 3. nQс7!
1. nNea8? nEcc6 2. nEe4 nN:b6(nNb8)+ ? 3. nEga8!
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An unusual mechanism with a paradoxical game, demonstrating 
combined effects of two fairy conditions with interesting black-and-white 
transformations of all neutral pieces. At the final stage the declared check 
to the white king is prolonged for forming of the mate to the black king in 
the complex with the  second check at the final move!

The two-phase tactical analogy with unordinary formation of mates 
from two checks of neutral fairy pieces nLE and nN by the change of their 
functions in solutions. The sweeping game all over the chess-board with 
long-distance moves of neutral pieces and alternating of their mutual taking 
nN(nLE) x nQ and vice versa. Meredite with the identical representation of 
twin solutions.
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Задача №G12

h#2,5  b)Rg1→c1 0+8+4n
        AntiCirce+Circe 
neutral pieces: d3, b8, e8, h1

    - Nightrider (nN) e8
    - Leo (nLE) h1

a) 1. ... nQh2! 2.Bh6-e3 nN:h2(nNh8, nQd8) 3.nLEh7+! nQ:h8(nQd1, nNh1)#!
b) 1. ... nQb1! 2.Sc4-e3 nLE:b1(nLEb8, nQd8) 3.nNb2+! nQ:b8(nQd1, nLEb1)#!
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The complete tactical analogy of the game in both phases.
One neutral rook creates a protective barrier for forming and making a 

double check to the black king with a pair of the neutral nightriders after 
its taking in the first solution. The second neutral rook makes a concluding 
stroke by means of transformation of a double check to the black king for 
mating to the white king. Coming to the mating field the second neutral rook 
according to AntiCirce was at all four angular fields of the chess-board, 
knocking down four pieces including a pair of neutral Leos.

The neutral rooks switched the roles with simultaneous changing of 
functions of a pair of neutral nightriders with a pair of neutral Leos in the 
second solution.
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hs#3,5  2 solutions 6+5+9n
        AntiCirce
neutral pieces: a4, e6,
f5, d2, d1, e1, b1, h2, c4 

    - Nightrider (nN)
    - Leo (nLE)

1. ... nR:e3(nRh8) 2.nR:c8(nRh1) nRc5 3.nR:h2(nRa1) nNg7
4. nNe:c5 (nNc8)+ nR:b1(nRa8)#

1. ... nR:f4(nRh8) 2.nR:h3(nRh1) nRe4 3.nR:e1(nRa1) nLEh4
4. nLE:e4(nLEе8)+ nR:d1(nRa8)#
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The four-stroke subject cyclogram with the full phase unity of the 
identical game of four neutral figures with a cyclic change of their 
functions when forming the paired mating tandems. Meredite with the 
mate finals with the participation of all neutral figures and blocking the 
fields of the black king with the black figures.
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h#1,5  b)Lf5→h1  1+6+5n 
c)    c5→d1, d)Pe3→d6
PWC, Take&Make
neutral pieces: a4, f8, e7, g2, b3
    - Nightrider (nN)
         - Lion (LI, nLI)

a) 1. ... nLIb4 2.S:f8-d4(nNh7)  nN:b4-b2(nLIh7)#

b) 1. ... nNh4 2.B:g2-c2(nRh1)  nR:h4-d6(nNh1)#

c) 1. ...nRf2 2.LI:a4-c3(nNd1)  nN:f2-f4(nRd1)#

d) 1. ... nNg1 2.LI:e7-e3(nLIc5)  nLI:g1-f3(nNc5)#

a b b:a

b c c:b

c d  d:c

d a  a:d
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Шахматная композиция 2017 Задача № G7
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h#2    4 solutions 1+7+5n
Take & Make
neutral pieces:
c5, d6, g6, f4, b2

        - Lion (LI, nLI)
        - Nightrider (N, nN)
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The four-stroke cyclic battery quartet of the neutral figures. When playing 
the formed battery tandems, there are four different mates with the double 
strokes of the neutral figures a, b, c, d at the closed cycle, when each of 
them was in the role of the front revealing and the rear ambush figure while 
keeping the tactical analogy of the game in «Take & Make» style in all 
phases. The black Lion is involved in the game in all four phases in the pair 
either with the black nightrider or with one of the black knights. The mating 
pictures were created with the participation of all neutral figures.
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1.LIf7  nN:f7-h5 2.Nd2  nB:d2-b1#

1.Sg5  nB:g5-h7 2.LIa3  nN:a3-c1#

1.LIae7 nNg:e7-b7 2.Ne7  nLI:e7-d5#

1.Sdf8 nLI:f8-d7 2.LIf2  nN:f2-c5#
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Московский конкурс 2018 Задача №7017

a b

b c

c d

d a
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h#2  5 solutions 3+16+5n
        Take & Make
neutral pieces:
a3, h6, b2, d7, e7
         - Lion (LI, nLI)
         - Nightrider (N, nN)
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The five-phase cyclic battery complex of five neutral fairy figures. When 
playing the formed battery tandems, five different mates with the double strokes 
of the neutral fairy figures a, b, c, d, e  at the closed cycle, when each of them 
was in the role of the revealing and the ambush figure.

In all phases the black figures have practically a homogeneous purposeful 
game «on loading» of the formed batteries with the black figures when keeping 
the sequence of their moves. Revealing of the formed batteries by all neutral 
figures by turns in the cyclic order with the completion of the identical mate 
finals by taking these «loaded black figures». All neutral figures are involved in 
the mate final positions. 
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1.LIc3  nNa1+ 2.Nce3  nLI:e3-d1#

1.b5  nLI:a8-c4+ 2.Qf4  nN:f4-f6#

1.LIg6  nNe8+ 2.Qf6  nLI:f6-d4#

1.g5  nLI:h8-g8+ 2.Qg6  nN:g6-h6#

1.c5  nNc6+ 2.LIe5  nNd:e5-e3#

    a     b

b c

  c  d

d   e

 e    a
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